The ruled residue theorem characterises residue field extensions for valuations on a rational function field. It is extended here to algebraic function fields of genus zero.
Introduction
By an algebraic function field we mean a finitely generated field extension of transcendence degree one. We assume familiarity with valuation theory over fields, as covered by [EP05, . Given a valuation v on a field E with residue field κ and an algebraic function field F {E we are interested in the algebraic function fields over κ that can occur as residue fields of valuations on F extending v.
Before we can make our question more precise we need to fix some terminology. An algebraic function field F {E is called rational if F " Epxq for some x P F (necessarily transcendental over E). An algebraic function field F {E is called ruled if F is a rational function field over some finite extension of E, and it is called regular if E is relatively algebraically closed in F . In particular an algebraic function field is rational if and only if it is ruled and regular.
Let E denote a field, v a valuation on E and κ the residue field of v. For x P E with vpxq ě 0 we denote by x the residue of x in κ (i.e. the reduction modulo the maximal ideal of the valuation ring of v). Let F {E be an algebraic function field. An extension of v to a valuation on F is called residually transcendental if its residue field is a transcendental extension of κ; in this case it follows (e.g. by using [EP05, Corollary 2.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.3]) that this residue field is an algebraic function field over κ. Let w be a residually transcendental extension of v to F and let κ 1 be the residue field of w. The Ruled Residue Theorem due to J. Ohm [Ohm83] asserts that, if the extension F {E is ruled, then so is the residue This work was supported by the FWO Odysseus Programme (project Explicit Methods in Quadratic Form Theory), funded by the Fonds Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek -Vlaanderen, and by the Bijzonder Onderzoeksfonds (BOF), Universiteit Antwerpen, (project BOF-DOCPRO4, 2865, Nieuwe methoden in de arithmetiek van lichamen en de theorie van kwadratische vormen).
field extension κ 1 {κ. The aim of this article is to extend Ohm's result as far as possible to the more general case where F {E has genus zero.
We assume in the sequel that the residue field κ has characteristic different from 2. We further assume that F {E is regular, which can always be achieved by replacing E by the full constant field of F {E. Assume that F {E has genus zero, or equivalently that F is the function field of a smooth projective conic over E (see Proposition 3.1). Under this hypothesis it was shown in [KG93, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2] that the residue field extension κ 1 {κ is either ruled or it is the function field of a smooth conic over κ with no rational point, and in this case w is an unramified extension of v. Our first main result in this article reads as follows (see Corollary 3.6):
Theorem I. Let F {E be a function field of genus zero and let v be a valuation on E with residue field κ of characteristic different from 2. Then v has at most one extension to F whose residue field is transcendental and not ruled over κ. Moreover, if such an extension exists, then it is unramified and its residue field is a regular algebraic function field of genus zero over κ.
The last part of the statement corresponds essentially to [KG93, Theorem 1.2]. The proof of the above theorem which we present in Section 3 is quite elementary. It is directly based on the methods from [Ohm83] , which we revisit in Section 2.
In Section 4 we characterise the situation when there exists an extension of v to F with a non-ruled transcendental residue field extension and we relate this to the properties of a quaternion algebra over E which is associated with F {E. To an E-quaternion algebra Q we denote by EpQq the function field of the Severi-Brauer variety given by Q. This is a regular algebraic function field of genus zero, and conversely every regular function field of genus zero over E is isomorphic to EpQq{E for some E-quaternion algebra Q. In this setup we can formulate a refined version of our result (see Theorem 4.3):
Theorem II. Let Q be an E-quaternion algebra and F " EpQq. Let v be a valuation on E with residue field κ of characteristic different from 2. Then the following are equivalent:
piq The valuation v extends to a valuation on F whose residue field is transcendental and not ruled over κ. piiq The valuation v extends uniquely to a valuation on F whose residue field is transcendental and regular over κ. piiiq The valuation v has an unramified extension to a valuation on Q. If these conditions are satisfied, then the valuation in piq is unique and it coincides with the valuation characterised in piiq.
Valuations on rational function fields
Let E be a field. We denote by ErXs the polynomial ring and by EpXq the rational function field in one variable X over E.
Note that any element Y P EpXq t0u has a unique representation Y " f g with coprime polynomials f, g P ErXs such that f is monic. We need the following well-known statements.
2.1. Proposition. Let Y P EpXq E. Let f, g P ErXs be coprime and such that Y " f g . We have the following: paq rEpXq : EpY qs " maxtdegpf q, degpgqu. pbq X is integral over ErY s if and only if degpf q ą degpgq, and in this case p1, X, . . . , X n´1 q is an ErY s-basis of ErX, Y s for n " rEpXq : EpY qs.
Proof: Since the representation Y " f g determines f and g up to a scalar, we may assume that f is monic. We consider the polynomial
HpT q " f pT q´Y gpT q P ErY, T s .
Then HpXq " 0 and since Y R E, we have that
We claim that HpT q is irreducible in EpY qrT s. Since Y R E, HpT q is primitive as a polynomial in T over ErY s. By Gauss' Lemma, it is enough to show that
Then h 1 P ErT s and h 1 divides f and g in ErT s. As f and g are coprime, we obtain that h 1 P E. This proves that HpT q is irreducible.
We conclude that rEpXq : EpY qs " deg T pHpT" maxtdegpf q, degpgqu , which proves paq.
To show pbq, suppose first that degpf q ą degpgq. Then HpT q is monic as a polynomial in T over ErY s. Set n " rEpXq : EpY qs. Since HpXq " 0 and n " deg T pHpT qq, we have that X is integral over ErY s and that p1, X, . . . , X n´1 q is an ErY s-basis of ErX, Y s.
Assume conversely that X is integral over EpY q. Let θ P ErY s be the leading coefficient of HpT q. Then θ´1HpT q is the minimal polynomial of X over EpY q. Since X is integral over ErY s, we have that θ´1HpT q P ErY, T s. Since HpT q is primitive in T over ErY s, we obtain that θ P Eˆ. Therefore degpf q ą degpgq. l 2.2. Remark. Let Y P EpXq E be such that X is integral over ErY s and let n " rEpXq : EpY qs. By Proposition 2.1, ErX, Y s is a free ErY s-module of rank n. Hence any h P ErXs has a unique representation
with m P N and h 0 , . . . , h m P ErXs such that degph i q ă n for 0 ď i ď m.
For a valuation v on a field E, we denote by O v the valuation ring, by κ v the residue field and by Γ v the value group of v. For x P O v we denote by x the residue of x in κ v .
We will collect some facts on extensions of valuations from E to a field extension. In the final section we will also consider extensions of v to quaternion division algebras over E.
Let v be a valuation on E. Let L{E be a field extension or, more generally, let L be an E-division algebra. An extension of v to L is a valuation w on L such that Γ v Ď Γ w and w| E " v. Given an extension w of v to L, we denote the value group by Γ w and the residue field by κ w , and we obtain that Γ v is a subgroup of Γ w and κ w {κ v is a field extension. We call an extension w of v to L unramified if Γ w " Γ v holds, otherwise we call it ramified. We identify two extensions of a valuation to L if they correspond to one another under an order preserving isomorphism of their value groups.
2.3. Theorem (Fundamental Inequality). Assume that L{E is a finite field extension. Then there exist only finitely many different extensions of v to L. Let r P N and let w 1 , . . . , w r be the distinct extensions of v to L. Then
We need the following special case of Theorem 2.3 for quadratic field extensions.
2.4. Corollary. Assume that vp2q " 0. Let a P Eˆ Eˆ2. Let v 1 be an extension of v to Ep ? aq.
uq for any u P aEˆ2 X Ov . Moreover, if rκ v 1 : κ v s " 2, then v 1 is the unique extension of v to Ep ? aq, otherwise there exists exactly one extension of v to Ep ? aq which is different from v 1 .
Proof: Let L " Ep ? aq. Since rL : Es " 2, it follows by Theorem 2.3 that rκ v 1 : κ v s¨rΓ v 1 : Γ v s ď 2 and that if equality holds then v 1 is the unique extension of v to L. This already shows paq.
To show pbq, assume now that vpaq P 2Γ v . Then aEˆ2 X Ov ‰ H. Fix an element u P aEˆ2 X Ov . Note that κ v p ?
For the sequel we fix a field E and a valuation v on E. We denote by κ the residue field of v and by Γ the value group of v. The following statement gives an extension of v from E to the rational function field EpXq.
2.5.
Proposition. There exists a unique valuation w on EpXq with w| E " v, wpXq " 0 and such that the residue X of X in κ w is transcendental over κ. For this valuation w we have that κ w " κpXq and wpEpXqˆq " vpEˆq. For n P N and a 0 , . . . , a n P E we have wp
The valuation on EpXq defined in Proposition 2.5 is called the Gauss extension of v to EpXq with respect to X. More generally, we call a valuation on EpXq a Gauss extension of v if it is equal to the Gauss extension with respect to Y for some Y P EpXq with EpY q " EpXq.
2.6. Lemma. Let w be an extension of v to EpXq. Let Y P EpXq X Oŵ be such that Y is transcendental over κ. Then there exists Y 1 P EpXq X Oŵ such that EpY q " EpY 1 q, Y 1 is transcendental over κ, κpY q " κpY 1 q and X is integral over ErY 1 s.
Proof:
The statement follows from [Ohm83, Lemma 3.1] and Proposition 2.1. l Let F {E be an algebraic function field over E. An extension w of v to F is called residually transcendental if the residue field extension κ w {κ is transcendental. Let w be a residually transcendental extension of v to F . Then κ w {κ is an algebraic function field. We define indpw{Eq " mintrF : EpY qs | Y P Oŵ and Y is transcendental over κu, and call this the Ohm index of w over E. We observe that indpw{Eq " 1 if and only if F is a rational function field and w is a Gauss extension to F .
We call Y P Oŵ an Ohm element of w over E if Y is transcendental over κ and rF : EpY qs " indpw{Eq. Note that for any residually transcendental extension of a valuation to an algebraic function field there exists an Ohm element. Our definition is motivated by Ohm's method of proof for the Ruled Residue Theorem, where these elements play a prominent role. We give a refined formulation of his result, which we will use later.
2.7. Theorem (Ohm) . Let w be a residually transcendental extension of v to EpXq. Let be the relative algebraic closure of κ in κ w . Then κ w is a rational function field over . More precisely, κ w " pY q for any Ohm element Y of w over E.
Proof: See [Ohm83, Theorem 3.3] and its proof. l
For n P N, we set
ErXs n " tg P ErXs | degpgq ď nu .
2.8. Lemma. Let w be a residually transcendental extension of v to EpXq and let n " indpw{Eq. Let Z P O w be such that Z " f g for some f, g P ErXs n´1 t0u. Then the residue Z is algebraic over κ.
Proof: If Z P E or wpZq ą 0, then Z P κ. Assume now that Z P EpXq E and wpZq " 0. Then, by Proposition 2.1, rEpXq : EpZqs ď maxtdegpf q, degpgqu ă n.
Since n " indpw{Eq, we obtain that Z is algebraic over κ. l
The following lemma is distilled from the proof of [Ohm83, Theorem 3.3]. Part pbq of Lemma 2.9 is also obtained in [KG93, Lemma 2.2].
2.9. Lemma. Let w be a residually transcendental extension of v to EpXq. Let n " indpw{Eq. Then the following hold:
paq For any m P N and g 0 , . . . , g m P ErXs n´1 and for any Ohm element Y of w over E, we have that
Proof: paq Let m P N and g 0 , . . . , g m P ErXs n´1 and let Y be an Ohm element of w over E. Let γ " mintwpg i q | 0 ď i ď mu. Let j P t0, . . . , mu be such that wpg i q ą γ for 0 ď i ă j and wpg j q " γ. For i P t0, . . . , mu, we have g i g j P O w , and since g j , g i P ErXs n´1 , it follows by Lemma 2.8 that g i g j is algebraic over κ.
pbq It follows by Lemma 2.6 that there exists an Ohm element Y of w over E such that X is integral over ErY s. Since Y is transcendental over κ, by Proposition 2.5 w| EpY q is the Gauss extension of v with respect to Y , in particular wpEpY qˆq " Γ. It follows by Theorem 2.3 that rΓ w : Γs " rΓ w : Γ w| EpY q s ď rEpXq : EpY qs ă 8 .
Let ∆ denote the image of ErXs t0u under w. Then ∆ is closed under addition, Γ Ď ∆ and Γ w is generated by ∆. Since rΓ w : Γs is finite, it follows that ∆ " Γ w . This implies that Γ w " wptg P ErXs t0uuq.
Let γ P Γ w . There exists g P ErXs such that wpgq " γ. By Proposition 2.1, there exist m P N and g 0 , . . . , g m P ErXs n´1 such that g " g 0`. . .`g m Y m . Now using paq we obtain that γ " wpgq " mintwpg i q | 0 ď i ď mu. This shows that Γ w " wpErXs n´1 t0uq.
l
Let E 1 {E be a quadratic field extension. In the following we compare the Ohm index of a residually transcendental extension of v to E 1 pXq with the Ohm index of its restriction to EpXq.
2.10. Lemma. Let E 1 {E be a quadratic field extension and let β P E 1 be such that E 1 " Epβq. Let w be a residually transcendental extension of v to E 1 pXq. Assume that rκ w : κ w| EpXq s " 2 and that for every x P Oŵ X N E 1 {E pβqEpXqˆ2 the residue x is transcendental over κ. Set n " indpw{Eq. Then the following hold:
paq indpw| EpXq {Eq ą n. pbq For any h 1 , h 2 P ErXs n´1 t0u one has wph 1 q ‰ wpβh 2 q. pcq There exist q, r P ErXs t0u with degpqq " n ą degprq such that q rβ is an Ohm element of w over E 1 .
Proof: We set b " N E 1 {E pβq and w 0 " w| EpXq . Let σ denote the non-trivial EpXq-automorphism of E 1 pXq. Since rκ w : κ w 0 s " 2, we have that w is the unique extension of w 0 to E 1 pXq and Γ w " Γ w 0 . Hence w " w˝σ, and we obtain that wpbq " wpβσpβqq " 2wpβq P 2Γ w " 2Γ w 0 .
paq By Lemma 2.9 pbq, there exists h P ErXs with degphq ă indpw 0 {Eq and such that wphq "´1 2 wpbq "´wpβq. Note that bh 2 , βh, σpβqh P Oŵ . The hypothesis implies that bh 2 is transcendental over κ. This implies that βh and σpβqh are transcendental over κ. We obtain that indpw| EpXq {Eq ą degphq " rE 1 pXq : E 1 phqs ě indpw{E 1 q " n.
pbq Consider h 1 , h 2 P ErXs t0u with wph 1 q " wpβh 2 q. It follows by the hypothesis that bp h 2 h 1 q 2 is transcendental over κ. Let ϑ " β h 2 h 1 . Then wpϑq " 0 and ϑ is transcendental over κ, whereby maxtdegph 1 q, degph 2 qu " rE 1 pXq : rE 1 pϑqs ě indpw{E 1 q " n .
pcq By Lemma 2.6 we may choose an Ohm element Y of w over E 1 such that X is integral over E 1 rY s. By Proposition 2.1 we have Y " f g for certain coprime polynomials f, g P E 1 rXs t0u with f monic and degpf q ą degpgq. We obtain that degpf q " rE 1 pXq : E 1 pY qs " indpw{E 1 q " n. We write f " f 1`β f 2 and g " g 1`β g 2 with f 1 , f 2 , g 1 , g 2 P ErXs. As f is monic and degpf q ą degpgq, we obtain that degpf 1 q " n and f 2 , g 1 , g 2 P ErXs n´1 .
If wpβf 2 q ă wpf 1 q, then Y " βf 2 g and since f 2 , g 1 , g 2 P ErXs n´1 we obtain by Lemma 2.8 that Y is algebraic over κ, which contradicts the choice of Y . Hence we have that wpf 1 q ď wpβf 2 q.
Assume first that wpf 1 q " wpβf 2 q. Then we set q " f 1 and r " f 2 . It follows from the hypothesis on the element b that q rβ is transcendental over κ. As rE 1 pXq : E 1 p q r qs " n we get that q rβ is an Ohm element for w over E 1 . Assume now that wpf 1 q ă wpβf 2 q. By pbq, we have that wpg 1 q ‰ wpβg 2 q and hence wpgq " minpwpg 1 q, wpβg 2 qq. Thus g 1 g P O w and since g 1 , g P E 1 rXs n´1 , by Lemma 2.8, g 1 g is algebraic over κ. Note that wpf 1 q " wpf q " wpgq ď wpg 1 q,
Using paq, we obtain that rEpXq : Ep g 1 f 1 qs " n ă indpw| EpXq {Eq , hence by Lemma 2.8, g 1 f 1 is algebraic over κ. Since g 1 g " g 1 f 1¨Y where g 1 g and g 1 f 1 are algebraic over κ while Y is transcendental over κ, we conclude that g 1 g " g 1 f 1 " 0 in κ w . Thus wpgq ă wpg 1 q and hence wpgq " wpβg 2 q. We take q " f 1 and r " g 2 . As in the previous case, we get that q rβ is an Ohm element of w over E 1 . l
Valuations on function fields of genus zero
Let E be a field of characteristic different from 2. We recall the description of function fields of genus zero as function fields of conics. We assume in the sequel that v is a nondyadic valuation on E, that is vp2q " 0. We again denote by κ the residue field of v and by Γ the value group of v.
3.2.
Lemma. Let f P ErXs and F " EpXqp ? f q. Let w be an extension of v to F such that κ w {κ is not ruled. Let w 0 " w| EpXq . Then Γ w " Γ w 0 , wpf q P 2Γ w 0 , and, for any u P f¨EpXqˆ2 X O ŵ , the residue u P κ w 0 is transcendental over κ and not a square in κ w 0 .
Proof: By Theorem 2.7, κ w 0 {κ is ruled. In view of the hypothesis it follows that κ w ‰ κ w 0 . Since f P Fˆ2, we have wpf q P 2Γ w . Since rF : EpXqs " 2, we are in Case piq of Corollary 2.4, so Γ w " Γ w 0 " wpEpXqˆq.
Consider u P f¨EpXqˆ2 X O wˆ. It follows that κ w " κ w 0 p ? uq. As κ w ‰ κ w 0 we have that u R κ w 0 2 . Let k denote the relative algebraic closure of κ in κ w . As κ w {κ is not ruled, κ w {k is not rational. Since the extension κ w 0 {κ is ruled and its constant field is k X κ w 0 , the extension κ w 0 {pk X κ w 0 q is rational, whereby kκ w 0 {k is rational. This implies that kκ w 0 Ĺ κ w . Since rκ w : κ w 0 s " 2, we conclude that k Ď κ w 0 Ĺ κ w " κ w 0 p ? uq. Since k is relatively algebraically closed in κ w , we obtain that u R k. l 3.3. Lemma. Let F " EpXqp ? aX 2`b q with a, b P Eˆ. Then the Gauss extension of v to EpX 2 q with respect to aX 2 b extends uniquely to a valuation w on F . Moreover, we have
Proof: Let w 1 denote the Gauss extension of v to EpX 2 q with respect to aX 2 b and let w be an extension of w 1 to F . Set z " aX 2 b in κ w 1 . By Proposition 2.5, we have that Γ w 1 " Γ, κ w 1 " κpzq, and wpaX 2`b q " vpbq " wpaX 2 q. Since aX 2`b P Fˆ2, we obtain that wpaq, wpbq, wpaX 2`b q P 2Γ w , whereby 1 2 vpaq, 1 2 vpbq P Γ w . We set Γ 1 " Γ Y p 1 2 vpaq`Γq Y p 1 2 vpbq`Γq Y p 1 2 vpabq`Γq . Note that rF : EpX 2 qs " 4. Since Γ w 1 " Γ, it follows by Theorem 2.3 that rΓ w : Γs¨rκ w : κ w 1 s ď 4 and that, if equality holds here, then w is the unique extension of w 1 to F .
Note that Γ 1 Ď Γ w and rΓ 1 : Γs divides 4. Hence, in order to show that w is the unique extension of w 1 to F and that Γ w " Γ 1 , it suffices now to show that rΓ 1 : Γs¨rκ w : κ w 1 s ě 4 .
(‹)
Case 1: rΓ 1 : Γs " 4. Then p‹q holds trivially and we have κ w " κ w 1 " κpzq.
Case 2: rΓ 1 : Γs " 2. Then exactly one of the values vpaq, vpbq and vpabq lies in 2Γ and rκ w : κ w 1 s ď 2. If vpaq P 2Γ, then we choose u P aEˆ2XOv and obtain that κ w 1 " κpzq Ĺ κp a uzpz`1qq Ď κ w , whereby κ w " κp a uzpz`1qq. If vpbq P 2Γ, then we choose u P bEˆ2 XOv and obtain that κ w 1 " κpzq Ĺ κp a upz`1qq Ď κ w , whereby κ w " κp a upz`1qq. If vpabq P 2Γ, then we choose u P abEˆ2 X Ov and obtain that κ w 1 " κpzq Ĺ κp ? uzq Ď κ w , whereby κ w " κp ? uzq. Hence in each of the three subcases, κ w is a rational function field over κ and rκ w : κ w 1 s " 2, which establishes p‹q.
Case 3: rΓ 1 : Γs " 1. Then vpaq, vpbq P 2Γ. We choose u, ν P Ov with uab, νb P Eˆ2 and obtain that κ w " κp ? uz, a νpz`1qq. Since κ w 1 " κpzq where z is transcendental over κ and since u, ν P κ, we obtain that rκ w : κ w 1 s " 4. This establishes p‹q, and it follows that Γ w " Γ 1 " Γ. l 3.4. Proposition. Let F " EpXqp ? aX 2`b q with a, b P Eˆ. Let w be an extension of v to F such that w| EpX 2 q is the Gauss extension of v with respect to aX 2 b . Then κ w {κ is a regular algebraic function field of genus zero. More precisely, we have the following two cases:
piq If vpaq R 2Γ or vpbq R 2Γ, then κ w {κ is a rational function field.
piiq If vpaq, vpbq P 2Γ, then there exist a 0 P aEˆ2 and b 0 P bEˆ2 such that vpa 0 q " vpb 0 q " 0, and for any choice of such a 0 and b 0 we have that κ w " κpT q´aa 0 T 2`b 0¯f or some T P κ w which is transcendental over κ.
Proof: piq If vpaq R 2Γ or vpbq R 2Γ, then Γ w ‰ Γ, and it follows by Lemma 3.3 that κ w {κ is a rational function field. piiq Assume that vpaq, vpbq P 2Γ. Hence there exist u, ν P Eˆsuch that 2vpuq "´vpaq and 2vpνq "´vpbq. We set a 0 " au 2 , b 0 " bν 2 and X 0 " ν u X. Then a 0 P aEˆ2, b 0 P bEˆ2 and vpa 0 q " vpb 0 q " 0. Moreover EpXq " EpX 0 q and F " EpX 0 qp a a 0 X 2 0`b 0 q. Let w 0 " w| EpXq . Note that wpX 2 0 q " wp aX 2 b q " 0 and thus wpX 0 q " 0. We conclude that w 0 is the Gauss extension of v with respect to X 0 . Hence T " X 0 in κ w 0 is transcendental over κ, and we obtain that κ w 0 " κpT q and κ w " κ w 0´a a 0 T 2`b 0¯. In particular, κ w {κ is a regular algebraic function field of genus zero, by Proposition 3.1. l 3.5. Theorem. Let F " EpXqp ? aX 2`b q with a, b P Eˆ. Let w be an extension of v to F such that κ w {κ is transcendental and not ruled. Then w is the unique extension to F of the Gauss extension of v on EpX 2 q with respect to aX 2 b . Furthermore Γ w " Γ.
Proof: Let w 0 " w| EpXq . By Lemma 3.2 we have Γ w " Γ w 0 and wpaX 2`b q P 2Γ w 0 .
If wpbq ą wpaX 2 q, then wpaX 2 q " wpaX 2`b q and for u " 1`b aX 2 we obtain that u P aFˆ2 X O ŵ and u " 1.
If wpbq ă wpaX 2 q, then wpbq " wpaX 2`b q and for u " 1`a X 2 b we obtain that u P bFˆ2 X O ŵ and u " 1.
If wpbq " wpaX 2 q ă wpaX 2`b q, then for u "´a
we obtain that u P´abFˆ2 X O ŵ and u " 1.
We will now show that none of these three inequalities are possible. Let c be any of the elements a, b and´ab. Then F p ? cq is a rational function field over Ep ? cq, by [EKM08, Proposition 45.1]. Hence F p ? cq{E is ruled. Consider an extension w 1 of w to F p ? cq. It follows by Theorem 2.7 that the residue field extension κ w 1 {κ is ruled. Since κ w {κ is not ruled, we obtain that κ w Ĺ κ w 1 . It follows by Corollary 2.4 that, for any u P cFˆ2 X O ŵ , we have u R κ ŵ 2 , so in particular u ‰ 1. This shows that none of the three inequalities above can hold. Hence we have shown that wpbq " wpaX 2 q " wpaX 2`b q P 2Γ w 0 .
We set w ‹ " w| EpX 2 q and Z " aX 2 b . Note that EpZq " EpX 2 q. We now show that w ‹ is the Gauss extension of v to EpX 2 q with respect to Z.
Let S " tg P EpXq | wpgq " 1 2 wpbqu. Note that S ‰ H, because wpbq P 2Γ w 0 . Consider an arbitrary element g P S. Then wp aX 2`b g 2 q " 0 and by Lemma 3.2 we have that aX 2`b g 2 is transcendental over κ. Set α g " b g 2 . Since aX 2`b g 2 " α g pZ`1q, it follows by Corollary 2.4 that κ w " κ w 0ˆb α g pZ`1q˙.
Let be the relative algebraic closure of κ in κ w . By taking an arbitrary g P S and noting that α g pZ`1q is transcendental over κ, we see that Ď κ w 0 .
If Z R , then Z is transcendental over κ and it follows by Proposition 2.5 that w ‹ is the Gauss extension of v with respect to Z, which is what we want to show.
Suppose now on the contrary that Z P . For every g P S, since α g pZ`1q R , we obtain that α g R . This implies that α g R ˆκˆ2 w 0 for every g P S. Let w 1 be an extension of w 0 to Ep ? bqpXq. For any g P S, by Corollary 2.4, we have that κ w 1 " κ w 0 p ? α g q, and since α g R ˆκˆ2 w 0 , we conclude that rκ w 1 : κ w 0 s " 2 and that is the relative algebraic closure of κ in κ w 1 . By Lemma 2.10 pcq, there exist q, r P ErXs with degpqq ą degprq and such that q ? br is an Ohm element of w 1 . Set T " q ? br . By Theorem 2.7, we have that κ w 1 " pT q .
Note that q r P S and α q r " 1 T 2 , whereby
Since r pT q : pT 2 qs " 2 " rκ w 1 : κ w 0 s and T 2 P κ w 0 , we obtain that κ w 0 " pT 2 q. Using that Z P , we obtain that
In particular κ w {κ is ruled, which contradicts the hypothesis. Thus we have proven that Z is transcendental over κ. Hence w ‹ is the Gauss extension of v to EpZq " EpX 2 q with respect to Z. It follows by Lemma 3.3 that w is the unique extension of w ‹ to F and Γ w " Γ. l 3.6. Corollary. Let F {E be a function field of genus zero and let v be a valuation on E with residue field κ of characteristic different from 2. Then v has at most one extension to F whose residue field is transcendental and not ruled over κ.
Moreover, if such an extension exists, then it is unramified and its residue field is a regular algebraic function field of genus zero over κ.
Proof: In view of Proposition 3.1, this follows immediately from Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.4. l
Relation to quaternion algebras
Let E be a field of characteristic different from 2. To elements a, b P Eô ne associates the E-quaternion algebra denoted by pa, bq E , which is defined as a 4-dimensional E-algebra with basis p1, i, j, kq endowed with the multiplication induced by the relations i 2 " a, j 2 " b and k " ij "´ji. Given an Equaternion algebra Q " pa, bq E , with a, b P Eˆ, we denote by EpQq the function field EpXqp ? aX 2`b q over E, which is the function field of the projective conic over E given by aX 2`b Y 2´Z 2 " 0. (More intrinsically, EpQq can be defined as the function field of the Severi-Brauer variety given by Q, see [GS06, Section 5.4].) A well-known theorem due to Witt (see [GS06, Section 1.4]) asserts that the isomorphism class of an E-quaternion algebra Q determines and is determined by the isomorphism class of the algebraic function field EpQq{E. Hence it follows by Proposition 3.1 that any regular function field of genus zero is isomorphic over E to EpQq for some E-quaternion algebra Q.
Note that, as a consequence of Witt's Theorem, the E-quaternion algebra Q is split (i.e. isomorphic to the matrix algebra M 2 pEq) if and only if EpQq{E is a rational function field, and if this is not the case, then Q is a division algebra, by [GS06, Proposition 1.1.7].
Let now v be again a valuation on E with residue field κ of characteristic different from 2 and with value group Γ.
We refer to [TW15, Chapter 1] for basic facts from valuation theory over division rings. Recall that the axioms for defining a valuation can be formulated over any ring, but they imply that the ring has no zero-divisors. In this sense, given an E-algebra D, one can ask whether a valuation on D (or an extension of v to D) exists, but a positive answer will always require D to have no zero-divisors, and thus a division algebra if D is finite-dimensional. 4.1. Lemma. Let a, b P Eˆbe such that vpaq " vpbq " 0. Let Q " pa, bq E and Q " pa, bq κ . If Q is split, then v does not extend to Q. If Q is a division algebra, then v has an unramified extension to Q.
Proof: Assume first that Q is split. We may assume that Q is a division algebra, since otherwise v does not extend to a valuation on Q, by the definition. As Q is split, it follows by [GS06, Proposition 1.1.7] that b " z 2´a y 2 for some y, z P κ, and one can easily check that one can choose y and z to lie both in κˆ. Hence, there exist y, z P Eˆwith vpyq " vpzq " 0 such that vpay 2`b´z2 q ą 0. Consider L " Ep a ay 2`b q. Note that L is isomorphic over E to maximal subfield of Q. Since vpay 2`b q " vpzq " 0 and ay 2`b " z 2 P κˆ2, it follows by Corollary 2.4 that v has two different extensions to L. From this it follows by [TW15, Section 1.2.2, Theorem 1.2] that v does not extend to Q.
Assume now that Q is a division algebra. This implies that Q is a division algebra. The hypothesis implies that v extends uniquely to a valuation on every maximal subfield of Q. It follows by [TW15, Section 1.2.2, Theorem 1.2] that v extends to a valuation v Q on Q. Since the residue division ring of v Q is κisomorphic to Q, it follows by [TW15, Section 1.2.1, Proposition 1.3] that the value group of v Q is equal to Γ. l 4.2. Proposition. Let Q be an E-quaternion algebra and F " EpQq. Assume that v has no unramified extension to Q. Then there exist infinitely many extensions of v to a valuation on EpQq whose residue fields are rational function fields over κ.
Proof: Note that the hypothesis implies that the valuation v on E is nontrivial. We first assume that Q » pa, bq E for certain a, b P Eˆwith vpaq R 2Γ. We fix x P F such that F " Epxqp ? ax 2`b q. For c P Eˆwe denote by w c the Gauss extension of v to Epxq with respect to cx and recall from Proposition 2.5 that its value group is again Γ and that κ wc " κpcxq, which is a rational function field over κ. Note that for c, c 1 P Eˆwith vpcq ‰ vpc 1 q we have w c ‰ w c 1 . For any c P Eŝ uch that 2vpcq ą vpaq´vpbq, we obtain that w c pax 2 q " vpaq´2vpcq ă vpbq and thus w c pax 2`b q " vpaq´2vpcq R 2Γ " 2Γ wc , and by Corollary 2.4 this implies that w c extends uniquely to a valuation on F and that the residue field of this extension is equal to κ wc . Since the valuation v is nontrivial, the set tγ P Γ | 2γ ą vpaq´vpbqu is infinite, and we obtain in this way infinitely many extensions of v to F whose residue fields are rational function fields over κ. Hence the statement is settled for this case.
We may henceforth assume that for any two elements a, b P Eˆwith Q » pa, bq E we have vpaq, vpbq P 2Γ. In this case we may choose a, b P Eˆwith Q " pa, bq E and vpaq " vpbq " 0. It now follows by Lemma 4.1 from the hypothesis that the κ-quaternion algebra pa, bq κ is split. Hence there exist y, z P κ with b " y 2´a z 2 , and one may choose y and z to lie in κˆ. In other words there exist y, z P Eŵ ith vpyq " vpzq " 0 and vpay 2`b´z2 q ą 0. As Q " pa, bq E , we find an element x P F such that F " Epxqp ? ax 2`b q. As F {E is transcendental and z P E, the element x´z is transcendental over E. For any c P Eˆ, we denote by w 1 c the Gauss extension of v to Epxq with respect to c¨px´zq. As in the previous case we obtain for c, c 1 P Eˆwith vpcq ‰ vpc 1 q that w 1 c ‰ w 1 c 1 . Consider now c P Eˆwith vpcq ă 0. Since w 1 c px´zq "´vpcq ą 0 it follows that w 1 c pxq " w 1 c pzq " vpzq " 0 and x " z P κˆ. Hence w 1 c pax 2`b q ě 0 and ax 2`b " a¨z 2`b " y 2 P κˆ2. Therefore w 1 c pax 2`b q " 0, and we conclude by Corollary 2.4 that w 1 c extends (in two ways) to a valuation on F with residue field equal to κ w 1 c , which is a rational function field over κ. Since the set tγ P Γ | γ ă 0u is infinite, we obtain in this way infinitely many extensions of v to F whose residue fields are rational function fields over κ. l 4.3. Theorem. Let Q be an E-quaternion algebra and F " EpQq. Let v be a valuation on E with residue field κ of characteristic different from 2. Then the following are equivalent:
piq The valuation v extends to a valuation on F whose residue field is transcendental and not ruled over κ. piiq The valuation v extends uniquely to a valuation on F whose residue field is transcendental and regular over κ. piiiq The valuation v has an unramified extension to a valuation on Q.
If these conditions are satisfied, then the valuation in piq is unique and it coincides with the valuation characterised in piiq.
Proof: In view of Proposition 3.4, we may fix a, b P Eˆsuch that Q » pa, bq E and either vpaq " vpbq " 0 or vpaq R 2Γ. If vpaq " vpbq " 0, then we further set Q " pa, bq κ . As F " EpQq there exists x P F such that F " Epxqp ? ax 2`b q. Let w ‹ denote an extension to F of the Gauss extension on Epx 2 q with respect to ax 2 b . To structure the proof we introduce three more conditions: pi 1 q κ w‹ {κ is not ruled. pii 1 q There exists no extension of v to F different from w ‹ whose residue field is transcendental and regular over κ. piii 1 q vpaq " vpbq " 0 and Q is a division algebra.
We now show that all the conditions piq´piiiq and pi 1 q´piii 1 q are equivalent. Establishing these equivalences will further give that w ‹ is the only valuation on F which can satisfy piq or piiq, which confirms the last part of the statement.
piq ô pi 1 q: This follows from Theorem 3.5. piiq ô pii 1 q: This is clear from Proposition 3.4. piiq ñ piiiq: This follows from Proposition 4.2. piiiq ñ piii 1 q: Assume that v has an unramified extension to Q. Since a is a square in Q, we obtain that vpaq P 2Γ, whence vpaq " vpbq " 0 in view of the choice of a and b. Since v extends to Q » pa, bq E , it follows by Lemma 4.1 that Q is a division algebra.
piii 1 q ñ piq: Assume that vpaq " vpbq " 0 and that Q is a division algebra. By Proposition 3.4, we obtain that κ w‹ » κ κpQq. As Q is a division algebra, it follows that κ w‹ {κ is not ruled.
piii 1 q ñ pii 1 q: Consider an arbitrary extension w of v to F such that the residue field extension κ w {κ is transcendental and regular. Since Q is a division algebra, we have in particular that a, b,´ab R κˆ2. Since κ w {κ is regular, we deduce that a, b,´ab R κˆ2 w . Since a R κˆ2 w , we have wpxq ě 0, and as b R κˆ2 w , we also have wpxq ď 0. Hence wpxq " 0, and it follows that wpax 2`b q ě 0. Since´ab R κˆ2 w , we further obtain that wpax 2`b q " 0.
Since κ w {κ is regular, the residue x either lies in κˆor it is transcendental over κ. However, assuming that x P κˆ, we would obtain that a x 2`b P κˆ2, which is impossible because Q is a division algebra. Hence x is transcendental over κ, and we conclude by Lemma 3.3 that w " w ‹ . pi 1 q ñ piiiq: Assume that κ w‹ {κ is not ruled. By Theorem 3.5, it follows that Γ w‹ " Γ. By Lemma 3.3 we obtain that vpaq P 2Γ, whereby vpaq " vpbq " 0 in view of our choice of a and b. It follows by Proposition 3.4 that κ w‹ » κ κpQq. Since κ w‹ {κ is not ruled, it follows that Q is a division algebra, and we conclude by Lemma 4.1 that v has an unramified extension to Q. l
